
       

SDIK is pneumatic system that converts your airsoft spring rifle into High Pressure powered sniper platform. 
Our system is designed to operate between 0-15 bar (0-220psi) using HPA.  To run conversion kit you will need pressure 
regulator and HP tank.

Mancraft SDiK is a simple solution in perefect design that makes conversion kit durable and maintenance 
simple. A purely mechanical system that excludes all electronics is resistant to temperature changes, shock and water. 
All fo that lead to fact that SDiK shots very consistent. It's perfect solution for airsoft snipers.

Unboxing:

Mancraft SDiK conversion kit comes in carton box embossed logo and contains:

-Sniper Drop in Kit (SDIK) with hose

-main spring

-brass pin for trigger unit

-brass/plastic tube lock
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Installation:

Installation instructions are available at:

http://mancraft.com/manual

Maintenance:

SDIK may need cleaning and greasing when was heavy used or put into water/dirt. For maintenance operations 
disassemble SDIK from your replica using the installation manual.

The SDIK conversion kit comes in two separable parts:

-cylinder set with cylinder head

-brass pin with pressure hose

When conversion kit needs maintenance it can be disassemble by unscrewing front and back end counter-clockwise. 
White polymer tube inside reduces amount of gas delivered. Keep all parts clean and well greased. We recommend 
Techt GunSav over other lubricants for many reasons. Changing seals can be challenging for beginners, but is possible to 
achieve with simple tools at home. You can find spare seals in our shop.

Brass pin needs to be clean from dirt/water, and well greased to operate well. Be careful not to scratch a pin. Brass pin 
parts are separable but very hard and we don't recommend doing it at home. You can find spare part in our shop.

Installation instructions are avaliable at:

http://mancraft.com/manual
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Mancraft Airsoft                                                                                                      https://shop-mancraft.com/

ul. Jana Pawła 13                                                                                                     https://mancraft.com/

48-340 Głuchołazy                                                                                                   https://www.facebook.com/mancraftpl/

Polska/Poland                                                                                                           contact@mancraft.com
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